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GEOMANCY: A SYSTEM OF CONSTRUCTING A PREDICTIVE FIGURE
ACCORDING TO THE RULES OF EARTH MAGIC. - Paul Ng

A. OVERALL PROJECTION

This is the twelfth year of the Lower “8” Cycle of the world. Based on I-Jing, while the period between 1984 and 2043 (totaling 60 years) is “Fire-Wind Urn”, the year 2015 is “Thunder”.

I-Jing Analysis

I-Jing “Thunder” contains 2 “Yin’s” on top of and 1 “Yan”. “Yin” continues to dominate the world. The world continues to be very volatile, politically and economically. There would be new sources of illnesses, mostly due to food issues.

Life Chart Analysis

This year is composed of “Fire Monkey” year, “Metal Tiger” month, “Fire Dragon” day and “Fire Rooster” hour. The year and month are opposite, but the day and hour connect. This means instabilities in the world. Both politics and economics would become more unpredictable.

This year favors elements of “Water, Metal, Earth”, but not “Fire, Wood”. Hence favorable businesses remain to be Real Estate, Construction, Metals, Automobiles, Travel, Logistics, etc. There would be troubles in sectors involving Hi Tech, Textile, Education, etc.

Flying-Star Analysis

The “2-Black” star is the controlling force of this year. This is the 13th year of the 8-Cycle of the world. This star represents illness. Its element is earth. It does not favor countries in the center, such as China and Middle East countries; whereas those in the South-West and South-East regions would do well in general.
The central governing force is the “Earth-Mountain Humility” trigram. According to this trigram, positive force is rising, indicating change of policies in many countries. This will eventually bring about prosperities in the world.

The following would outline an analysis of orientations, businesses, politics, economies, climates and health, totaling 6 important factors affecting all of us.

**Locations and Orientations**

**Central (negative)**

The controlling force is the central “Earth-Mountain Humility” trigram. Earth is above mountain. Hence there would be plenty of volcano and earthquake activities. Earthquakes would occur mainly in Middle East, Central China, and South-West of USA. Volcanos would occur mainly around the South-West of Japan and some South Pacific Islands. There would still be floods and droughts.

Politically, there is a year of new policies and new directions.

In China, food and water quality may become a major issue. There would be floods in South-Eastern provinces, wind storms in the West, and sand/thunder storms in the North. A few earthquakes may hit South-Western areas such as Szechuan and Yunnan.

Middle East would continue to be in deep turmoil.

**East (positive)**

This is the “9-Violet” Joy Center. This is a good center. Economy would improve. However, Eastern regions are prone to drought or fire problems. Typical places are Shandong, Shanghai, Toronto, Washington DC, etc.

**South-East (half-half)**

This is the “1-White” Romance Center. There would be plenty of happy events and surprise money. However, there would also be many problems to do with water, such as flooding. These would affect places such as Hong Kong, South-East China South Florida and South Ontario.

**South (half positive)**

This is the “6-White” Travel and Triple-Conflict Center. Economics among Southern countries should be more stable. However, there would be plenty of legal issues and robberies. Examples are South America, Africa and countries in the South Pacific.

**South-West (positive)**
This is the “8-White” Money Center. Such places would do well economically. Examples Tibet, Spain, Portugal, etc. However, they may be vulnerable to risks of earthquakes.

**West (half positive)**

This is the “4-Green” Learning Center. There would be breakthroughs in Hi Tech and new scientific discoveries. However, last year's drought situation may change to problems with wind and water. These would be quite obvious in California, West Canada and Western countries. In China, terrorists from Xinjiang may expand outwards.

**North-West (negative)**

This is the “3-Blu” Arguments Center. There would be controversies among Northern European countries. Canadian natives in North-western regions would run into new demands and disagreements. Places such as Washington State in NW USA may be subject to risks of volcano eruption. Many north-western regions may suffer from fire issues.

**North (negative)**

This is the “7-Red” Receding Center. Countries in the North would be quite volatile. There would be political and policy changes. Economy in both Canada and Russia would slow down. Russia may initiate new military actions toward Ukraine. There would also be controversies about controls of the polar regions. There would be problems to do with windstorms and water issues.

**North-East (negative)**

This is the “5-Yellow” Center. There would be many disasters caused by natural and man-made reasons in north-eastern regions. There would be risks of earthquakes. China’s north-eastern provinces may suffer from mining and industrial accidents. Economies in both Japan and Korea would suffer. In Canada, Quebec’s may see its infra-structure deteriorate fast. In USA, such as New York, the stock market would show huge fluctuations.

**Analysis of Businesses**

Business involving “water, metal, earth” would do well. Those involving "fire or wood" may run into trouble. Since the controlling power is "2-Black" Illness, it favors businesses to do with medicine and pharmaceuticals. Businesses to do with burial would also do well.

Let us examine various businesses as follows.

Real Estate
Real Estate continues to be good but unstable. Those in the central, north-east, south-west and east regions would do well. Western and north-west regions may slow down. China's real estate would revive, especially in Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou.

Real estate in USA would also do well, especially in New York, Boston, San Francisco and Florida.

Real estate in Canada would become more polarized. That is, prime areas would continue to do well, even with price wars. Weaker areas may slow down dramatically. In Ontario, Markham, Richmond Hill, Aurora would do well. South-western regions such as Waterloo and Milton would see good growth. Vancouver would stabilize. Prairie regions would slow down further. Hong Kong may grow more slowly. Indonesia would do well.

Energy

Oil and gas would remain low. These would negatively affect solar and wind turbine businesses. Stock markets in such sectors may continue to head lower.

Electronics

There would be some setbacks in the electronics sector. Apple would continue to lead the market, with further technical breakthroughs. However, Samsung and other European phone tech companies may take a down turn. Traditional electronics such as TV and audio systems may face more difficulties. Nonetheless, there would be gigantic TV's coming out.

Medical

There would be breakthroughs and discoveries of new drugs. However, side effects of some traditional drugs would continue to surface.

Food

There would be problems to do with food. Restaurant businesses would become more polarized in that high-end ones would become more profitable. Low-end ones would still survive. Competition would be very fierce among the mid-range ones.

Metals

Metals would do well. New materials would be discovered. Such materials would be much lighter and tougher. They may eventually be applied to both airplane and automobile. Demands for both iron and copper would improve. Precious stones such as emerald may become more popular.

Automobiles
Cars would sell very well, even surpassing the past year. However, this may be a record year for recalls.

Travel

The travel sector would do well, especially in cruises and travel groups. Nevertheless, there would be plenty of airline accidents, especially in central and north-eastern regions, such as Siberia, Middle East, New York, etc.

Textile

This may be another difficult year for the textile sector. Even some famous brands may run into financial trouble.

Banking and Financial

The stock market would continue its violent swings. However, banks would continue to be profitable. Gold and silver continue to be weak. New public companies may see their stocks suffer.

Favorable Business (Fire, Earth, Metal)

Water-oriented Businesses
Fishing
Travel
Airplanes
* Communications
* Real Estate
* Electronics
Smart Homes and home security
* New building materials
* House renovations
Food business
* Automobiles
* Import/Export
* Mining
* Banking and Financial

Unfavorable Businesses (Fire, Wood)

* Education
Electronics
* Show business
Clothing
* tFarming
* Energy
Analysis of Politics

The governing sign is "2-Black”, plus the central trigram “Thunder”. The world would be very busy dealing with natural disasters and man-made problems. There would be surprise dangers throughout the year. The worst situation would still be in the Middle East.

Canada

Canada is in a receding situation, with possibly a minor recession. Unemployment may increase. All levels of governments would be looking for new directions. There would be new policies being established.

USA

USA is in an election year. It enjoys the "learning" power of this year. New international and domestic policies would come out. There would be advancements of new technology. There would also be discoveries of astral bodies.

China

China may suffer from both natural and man-made problems, especially to do with food quality. More middle to low level official may be replaced. South China sea problems may persist.

Hong Kong

Hong Kong is in the Romance Center. There would be problems to do with people relations. Its stock markets should do very well..

Taiwan

- Taiwan is in both “Romance” and “Joy” center. Politics would be red hot. Scandals would be abundant.

Japan

Japan is in the “Joy” center. However, there would be a lot of volcano and earthquake activities. Controversies concerning both its north and south borders would continue. Igt would on its military buildup.

South Korea

South Korea's economics may take a down turn. It may cause its politics to become unstable. Its car business would out-perform its electronics sector.
North Korea

Despite its natural disasters such as drought, North Korea would be politically stable. It would continue to boost its travel business.

Other Southern Countries

Countries such as India, Africa and Australia would go through a period of political and economic changes. Their country leaders would pay more foreign visits.

Other Western Countries

Many Southern European countries may finally improve their economics and politics. There would be a lot of immigration activities. Counties in the north side would continue to be stable.

Middle East

The Middle East countries would continue to suffer from terrorist activities. Many heads of state may change. There would be new sources of diseases coming out of Middle East.

Russia

Russia's economy may slow down. It may start a new round of military activities. One major activity may have to do with the North Pole.

**Analysis of World Economy**

The governing sign “2-Black and its flying star sign “Thunder” may causer the world economy to first fall before rising again later in the year.

CHINA will rebound in its economy. Its real estate sector would escalate. Demand for metals would improve. It may reach 7-8% growth by end of the year. Its high tech and communications sectors would once again take off. Guangzhou, Shanghai and Beijing would both do especially well.

Southeast Asia would also do well economically, especially Singapore, Vietnam and Indonesia. Indonesia would lead the group ion its real estate developments.

JAPAN is in the “Joy” center. Its military ambitions may push forward its technology advancement. However, its natural disaster military expenses may drain its finances further.

KOREA is at the “5-Yellow Center”. Its hi tech and smart phone market may slow down. Instead, their cars would continue to do well.
INDIA is at the "Travel Center". Its travel business would improve. However, the gap of the poor and the rich would continue to be more polarized. Together with over-birth, its economy could collapse in the near future.

USA would have more breakthroughs in its technology sector. Its real estate would continue its upward spiral. Cars would sell very well. However, its debt burden and high US dollar would continue to haunt its bottom line.

CANADA is at the "Receding Center". Its economy would slow down to growth of about 2%. There would be new and more favorable immigration policies. Real Estate would continue to lead its economy.

RUSSIA's economy may continue to slow down. It would initiate some new military actions. Controversies about its borders, including North Pole may be part of its many issues.

EUROPE's overall economy would improve. Its sectors in automobiles, communication and financial markets would do well. Europe would continue to benefit from China’s investments.

Central Bank interest rates would continue to stay low, world-wide.

A Special Look at the Canadian Economy

* 1. Fiscal deficits would be under better control at all levels of governments
* 2. Interest rates will stay low and prime rates will fluctuate between 2-4%
* 3. Canadian $ would continue to be lower than the US dollar
* 4. TSXwould still show huge fluctuations
* 5. There would be more centralization of power among corporations
* 6. There would be more foreign ownships of Canadian corporations
* 7. Public sector remains the major inflation source, while the private sector deflates
* 8. Economic growth would be around 2%
* 10. Unemployment rate would stay around 7%

Analysis of World Climates

This year's governing trigram is "Thunder". Natural disasters such as thunder storms and earthquakes would continue to plague the world. There would still be plenty of places with drought, flooding, thunderstorms, lightning, earthquakes, etc. Central regions such as Iran, Szechuan, Yunnan, Xinjiang, North-Eastern Japan, etc., would be prone to earthquakes. South-Western regions may suffer from drought. South-Eastern regions may suffer from flooding. Western regions are susceptible to fire. US Mid West would have many tornados.

Analysis of World Health
The most common health issues this year had to do with the food chain. There would be new forms of virus. Most illness sources would in the central region of countries.

PROJECTION FOR THE WORLD STOCK MARKETS

- February: Positive, then negative
- March: Positive, then negative
- April: Positive
- May: Positive, then negative
- June: Negative
- July: Negative, then positive
- August: Negative, then positive
- September: Negative, then positive
- October: Positive
- November: Positive
- December: Positive, then negative
- January (2017): Positive

Conclusion

The driving force of our planet Earth is continuous transformation of Yin (negative) and Yang (positive) energies and cycles. By knowing the rules of nature, we can avoid many pitfalls and have better chances to succeed. Hence I shall share these predictions with my readers around the world for reference and guidance.

E. HOROSCOPE PERSPECTIVES


The monkey person coincides with the current year. You should refrain from speculations and gambling. It is good for you to learn new skills. Your regular income is safe. You may even have many people willing to help you.

WORK You favor education and businesses to do with training. Analytical work is also good for you. Businesses to do with healing is super for you.

WEALTH You financial situation looks good. You have chances to get promoted. If you are self-employed, you should expand your business. Just avoid gambling.
**RELATIONS**  You love life is stable. Even your inter-people relations are good. However, you are not quite ready to get married this year if you are still single.

**HEALTH**  Your may have a few ailments. You should exercise and rest well.

**Highlights of Monkey of Individual Years**

- **2004** You prone to accidents. You should stay away from risky activities. You would study well and well liked by your teacher.
- **1992** Your people relations are good. Your work is stable.
- **1980** Your work is smooth. Both income and people relations are good. There is also a chance for promotion. The self-employed monkey should expand your business. The married ones may expect to have a baby. You have plenty of chances to travel.
- **1968** You would get good support from your boss. You also like to promote your subordinates. Both your people relations and finance are stable.

**1956** You work well with your peers. Beware of small ailments in your health. You should exercise more and rest well.

- **1944** Watch out your health. Take things easy. Be cheerful.
- **1932** You have good relations with younger folks. You should be ok with your health.

This is a good year for you. Your finances are stable. There would be plenty of help. Your relations outside your work is good. You would have romances.

**WORK**  You favor businesses to do with inter-people relations, sales and marketing, trading, politics, consulting, etc.

**WEALTH**  Your financial situation is stable. You should benefit from good people relations. By comparison, you achieve higher with your reputation than with your finances.

**RELATIONS**  You would have plenty of romances. If you are single, you should get married. If you are married, beware of extra-marital relations. Your should enjoy your friends circle.
HEALTH You should generally healthy. Just regulate your intimate activities.

Highlights of Rooster of Individual Years

- 1993 You good people relations should benefit your public relations work. Just watch out your many romances.

1981 Your love life is good. If single, you should consider marriage. If married, you should be more loving. Your work should be stable.

- 1969 You should have good relations with your boss. This is a good year for promotions. You would be good with management. You may start your own business or expand it.

- 1957 You may run into stumbling blocks along the way. Be conservative. Watch out your health which may slide downwards. Exercise more and rest well.

- 1945 Don't expect too much. Pay more attention to your health. Although your overall people relations are good, there would still be people against you. Take it easy.

- 1933 Your health may slide downwards. Watch out your heart and kidneys.

* * * * * * * * * * * *


You are into a mobile year. You are prone to moving your home or traveling. You favors business to do with burial. Your people relations are good. There is a lucky sign with you.

WORK You favor businesses to do with public relations, including marketing and sales, human resources, mediator,. Burial businesses are also good for you, such as cemetery, funeral home, religions, etc.

WEALTH Your financial situation is stable, just not much speculative income. Your income may be the result of good people relations.,

RELATIONS Your relations are good. If married, you would be more loving. If single, you can consider marriage.

HEALTH Your overall health is good. Unless you are in the burial business, you should keep a distance from such places.

Highlights of Dog of Individual Years
1994  You are prone to accidents, especially with cars or sharp objects. As people are concerned, you would encounter both good and bad ones.

1982  You have good relations with your subordinates, who would also be helpful to you. Your general people relations are good.

1970  You may feel pressure from your boss. You should be more attentive to your work. You should also pay attention to the health of your older family members. There may be deaths among them.

1958  Your work well with your boss. Your work would be stable. There a travel sign with you this year.

- 1946  The older you get to, the healthier and more socially active.

- 1934  Your health may take a down turn. You should move around more and pay attention to more exercises.

* * * * * * * * * * *


You would have plenty of luck this year. You would have very good people relations. You may feel lonely at times. You favor spiritual and philosophy research and practice. You should beware of relations with your relatives.

WORK  You favor businesses to do with public relations or human resources. Also good for you are those involving spiritualism, such as religions, arts, etc. Research work is good for you this year.

WEALTH  You finance is stable. You tend to help your friends a lot financially. Hence you should avoid partnership businesses.

RELATIONS  You may get stuck with a loneliness sign. Beware of volatilities in your family relations. Be understanding and forgiving. However, your social relations are fine.

HEALTH  Your health is good and vibrant.

Highlights of Boar of Individual Years

1995  Your relation with your elderly and superior is better than your peers. Hence team work may not be your best.

- 1983  Your work is stable, although you tend to run into disagreements with your boss. You should keep an objective mind and then your problems would be solved.
• 1971  You people relations are good, winning much help everywhere.  Your even get along with your wife or lover (if unmarried yet).

• 1959  You get along well with your boss.  You would have good relations with your clients.  You would be good as a mediator.

• 1947  Your get along well with the other gender.  You would gain both fame and wealth..

• 1935  You had to pay extra effort to get things done, frequently by yourself. However, you would gain many friends and get into the circles of those powerful people.

* * * * * * * * * * *


This is a connecting year for you.  Rat and Monkey form the golden connection.  You would have luck in most things you do.  You would be well liked by your friends.  You would get more authority and creativity.

WORK  You favor team work and management.  You may get promoted if you work for other people.  You may consider to start your own business.  If you are self-employed, you should expand your business.

WEALTH  You would do well financially.  Your wealth is proportional to your authority level.  Don't miss your year for expansion.

RELATIONS  Although you have very good people relations, there would still be people jealous of you.  Hence keep a low key and be humble.  If you are still single, consider marriage.  If you are already married, you would be more loving.

HEALTH  Overall you are quite healthy.  However, beware of problems to do with your kidneys and waist area.

Highlights of Rats of Individual Years

1996  You would have many friends.  You work well with your team.  There is chance for an early marriage.

• 1984  While things are smooth, there would be people jealous of you.  Be humble and keep a low key.  Your work would be more smooth.

• 1972  You work well with your subordinates.  There is a chance for promotion.
1960  Most things would start with some hardship before they become easy for you. Be patient.

1948  This is stable year for you. Both your financial and health situation would be fine.

1936  You would have very good people relations. Your overall health remains good. You may want to get more involved in various social activities.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *


There are plenty of happy events for you. Younger folks seem to like you a lot. However, you still need a lot of effort to get your work done.

WORK  You favor to be in businesses to do with happy events, such as weddings, food, entertainment. You also favor those to do with children, such as toys or daycare.

WEALTH  You major wealth tends to be related to people. You must not gamble or speculate because you only favor income from your normal work.

RELATIONS  Your relations are stable and peaceful. You would be good in dealing with children. If married, your relations would improve. If single, you should consider married, especially if you are male.

HEALTH  You are prone to digestion problems. Watch your diet. Overall, you are still quite healthy.

Highlights of Ox of Individual Years

• 1997  Male ox people have very relations with the other gender. Be careful of love triangles.

• 1985  Although you receive much help from your superior, you still need to work hard and solve problems on your own.

• 1973  Your work would be increasingly smooth. You get good help from your subordinates. This may also be a year for promotion for you.

• 1961  You would have plenty of help from other people. This is a lucky year for you. You should work well with your peers.

• 1949  You should consider retirement. Take things easy. Pay attention to your bowels and stomach.
• 1937  Watch out for your heart issues. Take things easy. Exercise more and rest well.

* * * * * * * * * * * *


You are in an opposition year. You may be prone to losing money. Hence you should not gamble or speculate. Traveling or moving is good for you. Beware of accidents that may cause bleeding or surgery.

WORK  You favor businesses to do with blood, such as surgeon, butcher, medicine, etc. Also good for you are travel, transportation, logistics, moving. Negative ones are stock market and gambling.

WEALTH  Money may come and go. Hence do not speculate. Be happy and contended with what you have.

RELATIONS  You should be more patient with your people relations. Control your temper, especially with spousal relations.

HEALTH  You may be prone to accidents. Drive carefully. Also beware of sharp object.

Highlights of Tiger of Individual Years

• 1998  You should avoid risky sports and actions. Your work could become vulnerable and changeable. However, there would be help from your boss or superior.

• 1986  You would have a lot of friends, but also controversies. Stay calm and fair. Always make it a win-win situation.

• 1974  There would be stumbling blocks along your way. Be conservative. Don't take too much risk. Don't worry too much about short-term gains or losses. Luck may just be ahead.

• 1962  You may have to start stumbling along before things become easy. You would get much help from your subordinates.

• 1950  This would be a hard-working year for you. Watch out your people relations and conflicts. Take a step back instead of confrontation.

1938  Your health may be going down hill. Take things easy. Exercise more and rest well.

* * * * * * * * * * * *
You have a sign for power and position. Your would have good people relations and help from your peers.

**WORK** You favor professions to do with culture, education, writing, newspapers and publishing. Also good for you include politics, law, military and policing.

**WEALTH** You would achieve more on your reputation than money. As long as you don't gamble or speculate, your finances would still be stable.

**RELATIONS** Your people relations are good. You favor team work and partnership in business. However, male rabbits' relations tend to be volatile. Their female counterpart would be more steady.

**HEALTH** Be careful of bleeding due to sharp objects. Don’t do sports or work that are too risky; otherwise, your health is good.

Highlights of Rabbit of Individual Years

- **1999** You relations are fairly unstable. This may not be a good year for you to get married. You should focus more on developing your work. Learning new skills is also good for you.

- **1987** You would get plenty of help from the other gender. If you are married, beware of marital volatilities. You would be good in businesses to do with public relations.

- **1975** Don't hesitate to do real estate investments. If you are employed, you would gain good review from your boss. If you are self-employed, you would get much help from your friends.

- **1963** Your relations are flat. Most things you do would require extra efforts. Your finances are also flat.

- **1951** You work well with your boss. Your hard work would pay off. Your investments would reap profits for you.

- **1939** Your health may slide downwards. You should take things easy.
Dragon connects with the monkey year into golden triangle. You should do well financially, with much help from other people. You would find interests in arts. Your relations with both elder and younger people are good.

**WORK**  You favor work to do with design and arts. Good professions would include architecture, interior design, painting, fashion design, etc. You also favor businesses to do with people.

**WEALTH**  You should make money this year. The harder you work, the more you make.

**RELATIONS**  Your people relations are good. Consider marriage if you are still single. If married, you should be more loving and try to have children.

**HEALTH**  Your health state is good. However, be careful of accidents that may lead to bleeding. Drive carefully and watch out sharp objects.

**Highlights of Dragon of Individual Years**

- **2000**  You should study well. Your subjects to do with design should do even better. Enjoy your people relations.

- **1988**  You would have much help from your boss. This could be a year for your promotion.

- **1976**  You would get along well with people. Team work and partnership should be good for you. There are strong money and travel signs.

- **1964**  Most things you do may need extra efforts. Watch out your health. Don't get burned out.

- **1952**  You work well with younger people. You can even team up with them. This would be a win-win situation.

- **1940**  You may have some surprise income. Trust your intuition for your major investment decisions.

---

**SNAKE**  2001 1989 1977 1965 1953 1941

You connect with the monkey year but also have a minor conflict, all at the same time. Your money sign is quite strong this year. There are also signs for controversies. Hence you should stay low key in order to get things done.
WORK You favor businesses to do with speaking, such as lawyer, professional speaker, teacher, priest or politician. You would also be good in sales and marketing.

WEALTH Your strong money sign would help you win in your investments. You should also diversify your investment portfolio.

RELATIONS You have good people relations. If you are single, this may be a good year for you to get married. If you are married, you should be more loving. However, beware of arguments. Listen more and talk less.

HEALTH Your health is generally better than the past year. However, be careful of small accidents. Pay more attention to traffic.

Highlights of Snake of Individual Years

- **2001** Your teacher would like you. You also get along well with your friends. This is a year for your leaning.

- **1989** You would get help from your superior, making things easier for you. You may get promoted in your work. This is also a good year for marriage if you are still single.

1977 You have good help from the other gender. You should push forward your business. Be gutsy in your investments.

- **1965** Most things you do must start with difficulties before accomplished. You would much help from father-image figures. Your finance is proportional to your hard work.

- **1953** You would much surprised income. You would have very good relations with your children. You would be healthier than the past year.

- **1941** You still stay quite healthy. You would not be lonely because you would have many friends.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *


The horse person must achieve wealth through job authority level. Be careful of legal conflicts. You should not gamble or speculate. Your travel sign is also quite dominate.

WORK You favor businesses to do with motion or travel, such as trading, sales and marketing, financial, real estate sales, etc. You would also do well in politics, military, policing, judging and teaching.
**WEALTH**  
You would do better financially rather than your fame. The more authority you have, the more money you can make.

**RELATIONS**  
You may run into love triangles. If you are married, beware of extra-marital relations. If you are single, just focus on your work.

**HEALTH**  
Although you would be healthy, be careful of accidents. Drive carefully and beware of sharp objects.

**Highlights of Horse of Individual Years**

- **2002**  
  You may have too much energy but not focused on your studies. You may be prone to accidents. Avoid risky actions.

- **1990**  
  You may easily run into problems with your boss. You may tend to argue with your lover. You should stay calm and learn more skills.

- **1978**  
  You would work well with your boss. You would get a good chance for promotion and increase your income.

- **1966**  
  You would have plenty of help from your friends. There would be new business opportunities, through which you would materialize more income.

- **1954**  
  You may go through many uncertainties in your work. Be conservative. Avoid taking risks and unknown areas.

- **1942**  
  Your relations with younger people are half good and half bad. Don't expect too much. Just be happy with what you have. Take good attention to your health.

- **1930**  
  Your health may slide downwards. Exercise more and rest well.

---

**SHEEP**  

There is a disease sign with you. You may even be prone to accidents. However, your wealth sign is stable. Be conservative in your investments.

**WORK**  
You favor businesses to do blood, such as surgeon, dentist, butcher, solder, etc. You should also do in the automobile sector.
WEALTH  Your finances are stable. The more mobile, the better you do. Sales and marketing would be good for you.

RELATIONS  Your romances would be flat. This may be good news for those who are still in school or for the married ones.

HEALTH  There is a disease sign to watch out. Be also careful of accidents. Avoid risky actions.

Highlights of Sheep of Individual Years

• 2003  You may be prone to accidents in sports. You may also catch colds or flu's easily. Regulate your life style better.

• 1991  You would have plenty of help from your friends. You work would be smooth. You may actually have a good working relation with your boss.

1979  This is a stable year for you. Stay conservative. Be contended with what you have.

• 1967  You would work well with the other gender, who may help you much. You would have enough luck to overcome difficult situations. There is dominant travel sign for you.

• 1955  Your people relations are good. Team work or partnership is good for you. Be careful of accidents. Drive carefully and watch out sharp objects.

• 1943  Most work you do would be full of up's and down's. Just enjoy your current situation and lower your expectations.

• 1931  Be careful of accidents, especially falling. Take your time. Exercise and rest well.

* * * * * * * * * *